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Thes is  Abst rac t  (Ph. D.) 
Identification and characteriza*ioe of meiotic DNA repair sites of rat pachytene by 
L a k s h m i  R a m a c h a n d r a  
Kesearch supervisor: M. R. S. R a o  
Department: Biochemis t ry  

1. Introduction 

Meiosis is a unique developmental stage in the life cycle of all sexually reproducing eukaryotes. 
In higher eukaryotic species, the meiotic division occurs during gametogenesis. The meiotic cell 
cycle is of fundamenlal importance as ~t gives rise to genetlc diversity in population. This varia- 
tlon aripes as a result of genetic recombination at the pachytene interval and the independent as 
sortment of nonhomologous chromosomes. 

In addition to the events of recombination at the pachytene interval of meiosis. high levels of 
DNA repair synthesis have also been documented in diverse sysrems as iilium and mouse meio- 
cyrer'. Correspondingly, an increase in the levels of P polymerase. the main repair enzyme, dur- 
ing this interval has also been noted In several organisms'-4. Althougl? the DNA repair synthesis 
is believed to be a consequence of the events of recombination, evidence remains circumstanlinl'. 
The present investigation was initiated to further our understanding of the role of DNA repair 
synthesis at the pachytene interval of the meiotic propbase in rat spermatocytes. 

2. Experimental and discussion 

As an inilial step in this investigation, the centrifugal elutrialion technique was standardised for 
the isolation of rat pachytene spermatocytes. Due to the presence of contaminating replicating 
sperrnatocytes and post-meiotic spermatids in the preparations, it was necessary to optirnisc thc 
condltlons to specifically measure only tht. DNA repair activity of pachytene spennatocytes. 
Therefore, the repair activity was monitored in the presence o i  aphidicolin, an inhibitor of repli- 
cative DNA synthesis. Since incorporation was aphidicolin insensitive and iocalibed to the 
pachytene nuclei it is likely to be catalysed by DNA polymerase P, the main repalr enzyme. 

A novcl methodology for the isolation of the melotic DNA repair sltes was developed by 
combining two independent techniques: (a) Incorporation of bromodeoxyuridine (BrdUrd) into the 
repair sites of rat pachytene speimatocpes in the presence of aphidicolin followed by the release 
of the repair sites as ssDN.4 fragments by mild akali. (b) Isolation of BrdUrd-containing ssDNA 
fl-agments with the aid of anti-BrdUrd antibodies. Polyclonal antibodies against BrdUrd were 
therefore raised in rabb~ts. 

The mciotic DNA repair sites were found to constitute approximately 1.75% of the total rat 
pachytene genome. The alkali-released repair site, const~tuted 40% of the torai repair sitcs. 
These sites which were released as nucleoprotein complexes co~sis ted  of two DNA size classes: a 
domtnant size o!ass of4-7 S and a small size class of 9-12 S. Despite carrying out the iocorpora- 
tlon in the presence of aphidicolii~, several control experiment, were carried cut to conclusiiely 
show that the meiotic DNA repair sites isolated were clearly distinct from Okazaki fragments and 
other replicarive intermediates. 
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Southern hyb~idization of the repair sites ta rest~iction enzyme-digested DNA was carried out. 
Though the repair rites were found throughout :he genome. strong qignals corresponding to the 
various DNA families were observed. The 1.3- and 2.4-kbp EcoRI repeat family lo whicti the 
repair DNA hybridized were gel purified and cloned. lndrwdual rcpdir posmve and negative 
clones were then identified by hybridmation with meiotic rcpair sltes. A repair posilive (1.3A) 
and a repair negative (1.38) clone were sequenced. 

Thc repair positive (1 3A) clone was fouud to contain 13)  a (CA)?? repeat, (b) a (CACA)C re- 
peat, and (c) four sequences sharing a high percenlage of homology to the various reported 
HVMS sequenczs. One of the NVMS-like sequenccr, S'GGGAGGGAGTGAGOATTC 3' war 
found to detect polynorphisn in humans. Another of the HVMS-like sequences, 5' AGACTCAG 
GCAGFTAGCAAGG 1' war found to contam a 5' GCCAGG 3' motif, rhown to he responsible 
for the germline ~nstability of HVMS sequences in mouse'. 

The repar  negative clone was found to contain (a) a (CA)a repeat, and (b) an HVMS-like se- 
quence. Thls srquence, however, did no1 contain a 5' GGCAGG 3' motif 

Of the 20 1.3- and 2.4-kbp clones seiected, only two of the lepait positlve clu~!cs (apart from 
the 1.3A clone) were found to contain a (CA),, stretch of 12 repeats. None of the clones, ellher 
lepair positive or negative, apart from the 1.3A clone, wele found to contain a (CAG.4)a repcat. 
The presence of the (CACAk and (CA)?z repeat In the 1.3A clone could therefore be fortuitous or 
alternalively, not identified. since specilic fragment lengths of DNA have been used in the inves- 
tlgation. 

The presence of the 5' GGCAGO 3' wquence within one of the HVMS-like sequencer in the 
repair pohitive  lone represents a striking difference between the 1.3A (repair positive) and the 
1.38 (repali negative) clone?. One could therefore poslulate that the repair synthesis during the 
pachytene interval Ir s conscqucncc of the events leading to the ycrinline propagation of MVhlS 
sequenczs. However, furlher ewdence is requlred to substantiate this portulate. 
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o-Renzoquinone methides 1 and 1,2-naphthoquinone-I-meth~des 2 are reacrive unstable interme- 
diates involved in the chemistry of phenols and naphtholsM. S ~ n c e  these intermediates are a, P- 
unsaturated carbonyl compounds, they add neucleophiles to the methide carbon or undergo po- 
lymerization In the absence of suitable additional dienophilcs or react with dienophiles in D~els-  
Alder fashion to give chromans4-! Kasturl el 01'. have reported a ncw method for the generation 
of 1.2-naphthoquinone-imeth~de from I -brornomethyl-2-(2'-tetrahydropyranyloxy)naphthalene 3a 
under mild basic condition and subsequent synthesis of polycyclic aromatic compounds 4a and 5a 
In the presence of tetrachloroc~~techol (TCC) in acetone. With a view to generalise thls reaction 
with d~t'fercnt substrates 3b-c and also Lo extend this methodology to phenol and quinol system?, 
the reaction was carried oul with bromomcthyl phenolsiquinol IOa-d and 3d. The results oh- 
rained m this elfort are discussed below. 

2. Results and discussion 

Reaction of 6-te1-!-butyl-l-hron~omethyl-2-(2'-tetrahydropyranylony)naphhalee 3b w ~ t h  TCC 
in the pl-esence of anhydrous in acetone gave pyranopyran 6b. 1,2-naphthoquinor~e-1- 
niethide d ~ m e r s  7b and 8b and two diastereomeric cornpounds 4b and 5b. A mechanism invoking 
the base-induced cleavage of the pyranyl ether 3b to 1.2-naphthoquinone-I-methide 2b as the 
first rtep has been postulated. 1.2-Naphthoquinone-1-meth~de 2b, thus generated, gives the 
dimers 7b and 8b  and also undergoes Michael addition with TCC followed by the elimination of 
chlortde to give a diketone intermediate 9, which further undergoes aidolisatron with acetone to 
gwe diastereomers 4b and 5bs. The last step of the postulated mechanism, %,ir., aldolisation has 
been demonstrated using unsymmetrical keton(ethy1 methy! keton) when the corresponding 
d~astereomeric compounds Jc, 5c and 5d were ~solated. The structure of the diastereomer!~ com- 
pounds was assigned based on spectral data. A similar reactlon of the brom~des 3b-c with tetra- 
bromocarechol in acetone gave the diastereomeric compounds 4d-e and Se-f along with other 
products. 

The reaction of bromide 10a with TCC in K C 0 3  in acetone resulred in the forn~ation of 
diastereomerlc products Lla and 12a, along with TCC ethers 13a and 143. Formation of 
diastereomeric products 13a and 14a IS  ~ n d ~ c a t ~ v e  of the geneist~on of o-benzoqu~none methide 
la under the reaction conditions. A suitable mechanism for thc formation of TCC elhers has been 
proposedY. The reaction has heen generalised by the reaction of bromides lob-c ivith TCCJTBC 
in acetonekthyl methyl ketone when similar compounds 1Pb-e, 1Zb-P, 1%-d and 1 4 8 4  were 
obtained. 

The br -s i t r r  generation of 5,6-qu1nolinedione-5-mcthidc 2d 2nd 6-nethyiene-4 (2'-pyrldyl)- 
cyclohexa-2. 4-diene-Lone Id from 5-brornomethy!-6-acetoxyquinoline 3d and (442'-pyridyll-2- 
bromomelhyl phenylacetate IOd and subsequent reaction & ~ t h  TCC in acelone in K G 3 1  gave 
spirocyclic nitrogen yolyaromatic compouiids. 

Oxidation of  2-naphllrols with o-bromanil has been reported to give a- and P-spironaph- 
lhaicnones"'. Similarly, several spironaphthalenones 1%-g and 16a-g havc been synthesised by 
tlle reaction of 2-naphthols wiih o-hromanil. Phoioisorneri?at;on of these spironaphthalenones 
inwiving a PC-0 bond cleavage has been studied in detail and this threw some light on thc 
e1ec:nmic hctors involved in  tile novel rearrangement. A mechanism involved in the intermediacy 
of spi~ocyclohexadicnoni: '67 formed by the initial PC-O hond cleavage of ~ l ? e  spironnphthale- 
nones ha* been proposed for the above photoisomeriration". 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph. D.) 
Analysis of the characteristics of an SFa rotating arc by a mathematical model by 
K. P. Guruprasad 
Research supervisors: M. S. Naidu and M. Rarnamoorty (CPRI) 
Department: High Voltage Engineering 

There have been many investigations on the SF6 gas blast arcs which find application in HV 2nd 
EHV circuit breakers. However, there are only a few investigations on rotating arcs which have 
found wide-ranging applications in mediun-voltage switchgear and arc heaters. Significant 
among the rotating arc studies are the investigations of Spencer', Kopainsky and schade2 and 
Kolacinski et a?. In the study of Spencer, detailed work on SFs arc rotating in an annular gap 
between a rod electrode and metallic cylinder has been reported. This tfle of contact arrangement 
is one of the systems used in SF6 rotating arc circuit breakers, the other being ring electrode ar- 
rangement. Characteristics of the rotating arc with respect to the effect of different arc currents, 
magnitude of the flux density and phase difference have been discussed by him. The arc has been 
considered to have a uniform cross section. 

2. Contribution of the thesis 

In the present work, a fluid dynamic arc mode! has been developed for an SF6 rotating arc be- 
tween two ring electrodes. This incorporates the following improvemznts over the previous work: 

(i) NO a priori assumption has been made regarding the radial temperature distribution of the 
arc. 
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(iij  Spatial variation o f  plasma properties has been considered which is consistent with the radial 
variation of the temperature of the arc. 

(iii) The variation of drag coefficient over the arcing period has been taken into account which 
resulted in better estimation of l l ~ e  convective heat transfer from the arc. 

Digital simulation of the arc characteristics was carried out to study the temporal variations of 
(ij  arc velocity, (ii) arc corc temperature, (iii) electrical conductivity, (iv) arc voltage, (v) electric 
field, and (vi j temperature profiles. It has been possible to incorporate the radial variation of arc 
properties because of the finite-difference technique adopted for the formulation and solurion of 
the energy balance equations. 

Arc characteristics have bcen obtained for the following three cascs: 

Case I:  A three-;.one arc model has been considered and the three zones are: (a) the eiectri- 
cally conducting arc core, (b) the transition region called the thermal boundary layer. and (c) the 
bulk SF6 gas. The volume of SF' gas is considered to be so large that its temperature remains at 
the ambient value irrespective of the variations in the temperature of the arc. Here, two arc cur- 
rents, 1.4 and 4.2 kA peak, have been studied for a 10 mS arcmg 

Case 2: A firrile volume of SF6 gas is considered and the effect of two different volumes of 
SF6 gas on the arc temperature has been invest~gated'. The interrupter volumes considered are 
0.003 and 0.006 m3. Since one of the important desgn parameters for a circuit breaker is the size 
of the mterrupter this invest~gation has a practical significance. So far, there has not been any 
invest~gation which correlates the characteristics of a rotabng arc with interrupter volume. 

Case 3: The choice of magnetic flux density in the design of rotating arc inferruprers needs no 
emphasir as il is obvious that the rotatmg arc characteristics depend on the magnetic field re- 
sponsible for the arc movement. In the present work, the range of flux density in which there is a 
strong influence of the magnetic field on the arc characteristics has been estabhshed for the inter- 
rupter volume studied. The range of flux density studied is from 25 to 100 mTIk.4 for an inter- 
rupter volume of 0.003 m3. 

A comparison WBS made of some of the results obtained in #he present work, such as the 
variation of core temperature, current density and a r m  of the arc with time, with the earlier rc- 
suits of Spencer. Both the sets of results show good agreemenl as h r  as the trends of these arc 
characteristics are concerned. However, the other results like temperature profiles and voiulne 
effect on the arc characteristics could not be compared with any other previou~ work, as similar 
results, e ~ t h e r  experimental or theoretical, have nor appeared in literature. 

From the present study, it has been possible to arrive at the temperaitire proriles of rotating 
arcs which prove that it is incorrect to assume uniform :emperatore througtmut the arc cross sec- 
tion. More accurate determination of current distribution enables a better e~tirnadon of arc voit- 
age. The effect of two important design parameters, v t . ,  vo!ume oi the interrupter and the mag- 
netic field have been invesligated. For the first time, it has been shown that the efficacy of arc 
rotatlon cannot be enhanced indefimtely by increasing ;he mametic flux density with a finite 
volume of SF6 gas in an interrupter. Also, \,o!ume effect on dectrical conductivity a d  tenlpera- 
ture of the arc has bcen clearly established. 
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Thes is  Abstract (Ph. D.) 
F i e l d  soil moisture regimes a n d  hydrology of  irrigated plots by Lakshnlan  Nandagir i  
Research supervisor: R a m a  Prasad 
Department: Civil Engineer ing  

1. Introduction 

Conjunctive use of available surface and groundwater resources requires a knowledge of the 
manner and rates at which these sources are replenished by natural precipitation. Since hydro- 
logical flow paths cannot be uniquely identified from catchment or regional scale observations, 
the present investigation was undertaken to study the hydrological responses and water-flow 
paths within irrigated cropped field plots. 

2. Methodology 

The site of the field study was an irrigated farmland located close to Bangalore, India. The ex- 
perimental programme involved measurements of soil, crop and meteorological data, and the field 
water balance components for the period May 1991-May 1992. Daily rainfall was measured with 
a standard nonrecording gauge and irrigation application from a groundwater source was meas- 
ured using a calibrated water meter. For a part of the study, surface runoff from rainfall was 
measured by routing it  through a collecting tank fitted with a water meter. Two observation wells 
were used to monitor the position of the groundwater table. While depth-wise soil matric poten- 
tials were measured at not less than weekly intervals using tensiometers, profile soil moisture 
was concurrently measured using a Wallingford neutron probe. Brass or stainless steel neutron 
access tubes were sunk to depths varying between 0.6 and 1.9 m in four field plots, which during 
the course of the study were planted to various crops includmg finger millets, mulberry, tomato, 
ladies finger, suntlower and chilli. A Class A pan was installed in the field and daily pan evapo- 
ration recorded. This was supplemented with other meteorological data obtained from a clima- 
tological station located close to the experimental site. Field soil samples were used to determine 
bulk density, particle size distribution, particle density, organic matter content and laboratory 
desorption charaneristlcs. Plant factors of leaf area index and crop height were a190 periodically 
measured. 

3. Results and discussion 

Overall results of the present study indicate the feastbility of examining the hydrological re- 
sponses of the crop root-zone based on weekly water balance computations. W i l e  recognising the 
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ccmp!ex nature of interactions in the sol!-piailt-atmosphere continuum, the stildy has shown that 
several of the hydrologic processes can stili be successfuily modelled u s x g  easiiy availabie input 
data. 

3.1. Atmospheric processes 

Analysis of daiiy rainfall da:a indicated the existence of dlsrinct wet and dry seasons d u r n g  a 
year and t'le presence or absence of a few !arge rainfall events determined the magnitude of the 
aliniial tom!. 

A comprehensive iiterature re';iew has been used to Mgk!ight the anernp?s made to model the 
Imponant ET process from mereorologica! data. The Doorenbos and Fruit: methodology' for esti- 
mating reference crop ET by several met!lods has been replaced with a simple algorithm that 
eliminaies the m e  of cumbersome graphs and rabies. Usicg the pan evnporation method as refer- 
ence, the Penman and Priest!ey-Taylor models have been evaluated under existing coiiditions. .4 
new, simpie method of estimating the existing cro:, cover has been presented in which the need 
for laborious leaf area index measuremots is e:!minated. 

3.2. SOIL processes 

4 n  evaluation of several avziiable texture-based models for the soi: inoistore characteristic 
(SMCj h~ghlighted the fact that their performacces as es t imatm of the in-silv and !aboratory- 
mzasu-ed SMCs were dereimined by the nature of their underlying data set. A s!mple Icg-log 
hdaptation of a lrodel deieioped from a data set consisting of feid-measured retention was the 
best estimator of t t e  in-ritu-measured SMC of not only the sandy loam soil of ihe present srudy 
bur  aiso of a !carny sand raken from literature. While pcinting our !he scperiori:y of the van 
Genuchten's SMC model2, estimation of its parameters from known parameters of the arooks all6 
Core) model3 has been proposed. Also, the van Genochten modei for r5e unsaturated hydrauiic 
conductivity [K(Bjj pas  found to yield estimates close: to field-rness~red ones, i n  compaiison to 
Campbell's model4. 

3.3. Field v,aier balance 

Weekly water balance zomponents during wet (F:g. i)  and dry seasons were c o m p ~ t e d  13  two 
p!ols under differing land-use coad~tions. Durlog the wet season, surface rucolf fxrn  monsoon 
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rainfall was the dominant feature in both the plots and accounted for more than 50% of the irri- 
gation and rainfall input. W h ~ l e  groundwater recharge from both the plots amounted to about 12% 
of the input, ET accounted for about 37°/c. The overall responses of both the plots were stmilar 
during the wet season. The dry season responses, however, exhibited dependence on the crop 
type. While the recharge component (ornied about 22% of the irrigation input for the shallow- 
rooted ladies finger crop, it was virtually absent for the mulberry crop. 

3.4. Simulation model CRISHf 

Based on the knowledge gained from the field experiment, a simple, conceptual model called 
CRISHI has been developed, which simulates the behaviour of the soil vegetation system under 
water input. The model performs well in spite of its simplicity (Fig. 2). A sensitivity analysis 
indicated the insensitivity of CRISHI to the choice of certain empirical input parameters bringing 
out the importance of accurate potential ET computations. 
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Thes is  Abstract (Ph. D.) 
T o w a r d s  o p t i m a l  synthes is  of a r t i c u l a t e d  m a n i p u l a t o r s  with jo in t  mot ion c o n s t r a i n t s  
by  T.  A. Dwarakanath 
Research supervisors: U. Shrinivasa and A. Ghosal 
Department: Mechanical Engineering 

1. Workspace analysis 

The thesis deals with ktnematic and dynamic analysis and design of articulated manipulators 
(Fig. I )  with joint motion c ~ n s t r a i n t ' , ~ .  Due to interference, stroke length limitations and other 
reasons, motion constraints exist at the joints. The workspace becomes significantly different 
from the case without constraints. Therefore, the four Denavit-Hartenberg parameters are not 
sufficient to describe the kinematics with joint motion constraints. We introduce two additional 
parameters, namely, the range of joint motion, 4,. and the mean position of the range, 4,. We 
use these with the earlier four parameters to describe the workspace geometry. The expressions 
for @,, and @,,, in terms of extreme values of joint variables 8, are as follows: 
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FIG. I .  An anlculated manipulator. FIG. 2. Section in Y,,-Zo plane 

We classify the workspace geometry according to the mean positions of the joint rotation 
ranges. We show that a11 possible geometries can be obtained from simple building blocks re- 

ferred to as Case 1 in the thesis. We obtain this when 83m # 0, 8,m and 03, are such that & can- 

not take or cross a value 0 or n; here we get only four surface segments (Fig. 2). They correspond 

to extreme values of $2 and 6. The following subsections deal with kinematic characteristics of 
such geometry. 

1.1. Section area 

We use the kinematic characteristics-sect~onal area and workspace volume-as indices for 
evaluating the performance. The sectional area IS obtained when we cut the workspace by a plane 
containing Zo axis and it has four curves in Case 1.  The expression for sectional area in terms of 
mean positions and ranges of & and 03 is 

A, = 2qa;(01, ) s i n ( ~ , ~ ) s i n ( e ~ ,  /?-) ( 

where a,, i = 1, 2 are link dimensions 

1.2. Workspace volume 

We obtain the workspace volume as a solid of partial rotation of the sectional area. The expres- 
sion for the volume is 
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In addition, we introduce a characteristic called the work area that is often of interest in ap- 
plications like painting and welding. The existence of multiple inverse kinematic solutions in the 
workspace is important in several npplications. We identify the condit~ons leading to their occur- 
rence. 

2. Workspace utilization 

To accommodate a given workpiece, geometry (or shape) is sometimes more important than the 
workspace volume. It is very useful for a designer to know the optimum values of the design pa- 
rameters to embed a given workpiece of complex geometry. We develop algorithm to find the 
largest rectangular area. We also obtain the Largest solids, such as rectangular box, the cylinder 
and the sphere that can be embedded in the workspace. The algorithm to find the maximum ares 
of the rectangular surface or volume of a given object that can be embedded in the workspace, WL, 
makes use of the nature of boundary surfaces and checks interference of the object with the 
boundaries at the given position. If we could denote both the geometry and the volume of the ob- 
ject by s p b o l  Oh then, Oh 5 WL. We then increase the object until the above condition fails to 
satisfy to obtain the optimum object volume. The algorithms are useful to synthesize link dimen- 
sions opt~mally when a given workpiece has to be embedded. 

H method has been proposed to design manipulators for applications sucli as painting and 
welding. The procedure exploits the results obtained above and incorporates process specifica- 
tions of the apphcations and yields the dimensions of the manipulator and the mean positions of 
the joint ranges. 

3. Dynamic analysis 

The influence of different desrgn parameters on lorque requiremenrs at the joillts to perform a 
specific task has been brought out. In the kinematic design, the main design parameters are the 
link lengths, mean positions and ranges of joint motions. Apart from these, several other parane- 
ters need to be considered to analyse the dynamic performance of a robotic system. 

The cioss-sectional dimensions of a link are designed by considering the worst loading condi- 
tion on the link in the entire process ofpaintlng or welding. The various loads on the link are the 
static loads of payload, actuators and transmiss~on elements, the self weights of the links, and the 
dynamic loads due to the motion of the manipulator. In this work we use tubular links, which not 
only reduce the weight of the system but can serve also as conduits for the electrical cables. A 
criterion based on the permissible maximum deflection at the end effector and allowabie strers at 
the critical section is used to choose the cross section of the link. 

The torque required to drive the arms at specified velocities and accelerations can be found 
once the kinematic and mass properties are known. A procedure is presented to select the opti- 
mum drive system to provide the required torque such that the combined weights of the motors 
and the transmissions are small. Finally, a minimization of torque requirements with respect to 
link ratios, joint ranges and mean positions is done. 
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subject to the following constraints: 
- - 

GI :z = f i ( 1 ,  ,ap.0m,8r,m(,+,).a~, mP.rn,$) -Torque requirement 

G2:4 =f2(&~+v,,) --Area requirement 

G3:a2 =f3(l , ,&.&,~r)  -D~mensional synthesis 

G ~ : S  = f4(l, ,8,,~,rn(,+,,.a~.rn,,m,) -End-point accuracy 

where z is the torque required to drive the links at required acceleration and speed. I ,  is the link 
ratio, (ad(a2 + a?)). a, are v, are end-effector acceleration and velocity, respectively. ntl,+,) is 
mass of motor and transmission assembly. m, and m, are masses of payload and link i, respec- 
tively. Ad is the desired area to be painted and A, is area required in the robotic workspace to 
accommodate the desired area. P is the trajectory of the end effector and 8 is the end-effector 
accuracy. 

This optimization results in design of smaller and lighter articulated manipulators. Several 
numerical examples and design charts'.2 are presented in the thesis which can be used for optimal 
synthesis. 

4. Conclusions 

The thesis deals with the kinematic and dynamic analysis and optimal design of articulated ma- 
nipulators with joint motion constraints. For their design both kinematic and dynamic criteria are 
considered. The thesis ascertains that joint motion limitation significantly alters kinematic and 
dynamic performance. Ignoring such restrictions in design stage may result in the manipulator 
becoming unsuitable for the purpose intended. Considering the joint motion limitations would 
lead to accurate information about the workspace and optimum design and use of the entire ro- 
botic workcell. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 
Time domain analysis of  engine exhaust systems with perforated element mufflers by 
M. N. Kumar 
Research supervisor: M. V. Narasimhan 
Department: Mechanical Engineering 

The improvement in engine design and development is measured, more often than not, in terms of 
the brake power per litre of displacement. In order to improve the performance, it is imperative 
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that the air flow rate through :he engine, characlerised by volumetric efficiency, should be im- 
proved. The gas exchange processes, i e.,  charging the cylinder with fresh air through an lnrakc 
system and discharging the e x h a u ~ t  gases into atmosphere through the exhaust system, govern the 
volumetric efficiency 01 the enginc. The other important aspect of the gas exchangc process is 
exhaust noise w h ~ h  i i  auenuared using murflers. However, rnulflers also sign~ficantly influence 
the exchange processes. 

The mosr sophisticated analysis of gas exchangc procccses would involve modelling of the 
unsteady flow through the :ntake and exhaust system which contain a number of flow-rcstnct~ve 
devices. To evaluate thz pressure waves in the exhaust and intake systems, unsteady conservatior> 
equations are to be soived. In available literature, the solutions have been obtained with and 
without linearising the governing equations. However, it has been found recently that Iinearised 
governing equations have limited application for the analysis of internal combustion engine ex- 
haust systems. In nonlrnear analys~s, termed as time-domain analys~s In literature, the governing 
equations are converted inro characteristic equations and the solution is obtained using numerical 
methods. Three different tqpes of numerical schemes are used in literature. The first pait of the 
investigation deals with comparative evaluat~on of the numer~cal schemes used as a solutmn for 
the cliaracteristic equations. 

Of the various types of mufilers used for suppression of exhaust noise, perlorated element 
mutflers are known to offer high msertion loss and low back pressure. In fact. most of the modern 
automobiles introduced in India in rccent ).ears use perforated element mufflers. The perforated 
element mufflers have been analysed in frzquency-domain analys~s by earlier investigators'. As 
this analysic has limited role in the analysis of exhaust systems, in the second part of the investi- 
gation, time-domain analysis of perforated clement mulflcrs bas been attemptcd. 

2. Comparative evaluation of numerical schcmes used for the solution of characteristic 
equations 

In the method o i  characterislics, one-dimensional unstcady conservation cquations are init~ally 
transformed into characteristic equation?, 

and 

ilb = 0 along the pa* = U, 
dZ 

(3) 

respectively, wlierc y I \  the rarm of y x c i h c  heats of exhaust gas, A .  nondimens~onal acoustic 
speed, and 11. thc nond~menuonai vcloc~fy, and characterictic variablc, A, P and A. are evaluated 
in the solution domain u\irig an appropriate numerical achems. X and Z are nondiincnsional dis- 
tance and time, re\prctively. 

Before the advent of digital computers, the characteristic cquations were solved using graph]- 
cal method. 1ones7 implemented ihe graphical metilad on dlgital compurels and claimed that il 
predicts exhaust noise spectrum more sccurately than other mcthods. Benson ei ol.' prnposel the 

$ first computer-based algorithm as a solution h r  the characteristic equatlom, teirned ~n this ln- 
vestlgation as sem~grid method. The method is a mlxture of the plaphical acd grid methods of 
solut~ons. Benson er ol.' claimed that graphical method of sol\iing the entropy charx ter i s t~c  rc- 
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sults in more accurate results. More recent investigators, such as Munjal!, 'nave osed the pure 
grid method. This method 1s much simpler to implement on computers compared to other meth- 
ods. Pn literature, tliese methods have nor been compared in relation to the analysrs of typical 
exhaur! systems. In this investigation, these three methods have been implemented. 

A four-stroke engine with uniform exhaust pipe with no tail pipe has bcen selected, as a case 
study, neglecting iriction and heat transfer. These methods have been compared with respect to 
:all pipe velocity which is directly related to exhaust noise and cylinder pressure which is related 
to engine performance. The tail pipe velocity coniputed by different methods for an exhaust pipe 
length of 0.65 m 1s shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that the computed tail pipe velmty differs 
marginally. The cylinder pressure computed by different methods is shown in Fig. 2 for the same 
exhaust pipe. It has been observed that the differences arc marginal for a different cxhaust pipe 
of length 1.3 m also. In Table I, the computalional time required for different methods in the case 
of a 0.65 m exhaust plpe 1s shown. 

Thus, based on computational time and ease of implementation. it  is concluded that the uni- 
form grid is pieferable to other methods. 

3. Time-domain analysis of perforated element mufflers 

Perforated element mufflers are often used in engines to attenuate cxhaust noise. These mofflers 
h w e  been annlysed li~therto in the frequency domain, with and without mean flouz by earlier in- 
vestigators. In lhls part of the ~nvestigation, time-domain dnalysis of perforated e1erner.i mufflers 
under actual operating conditions 1s presented, where mean flow is not uniform with time and 
strong lrreversibilitien are present along with finlie-amplitude pressure waves. 

When apresrure wave moves along the pcrforated duct. rhe ma%s ir transferied through perfo- 
rations either from the outside to the perforated duci o r  ironi Ihr: perforated duct to the outside 

=.0s 

FG. 1 The tail pqx velocily 0.55 F; ekhaoil p!gc Fit. ?. Thc ~yltnder  pre\,ure ;uin 0.6: m exhsl i t  
Iicm diffsrec( nrerho& nmenca! ~ a i u -  p p e  computed from iiifimen! rnethodi of rlmencai 

m o .  -: wavcdmgram method: - -: uniform gtld solution -: u.avedzagrarn method; ---: uniform grid 

rncthod, and . -: seriligid method. method. md :-: sernigtrl melhod. 
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TaUe I 
Camptational time required for ihree cycles 

Mertiod Cornpuler rime 

Wavedingram 92 m 23 s 
Semigrid i m l 2 s  
Unlfonn mid ? m 23 a 

depending upoil the pressure gradlent across the perforation. This mass transfer results in at- 
tenuatmn of the pressure wave. Thus the governing equations of the pressure wave in the perfo- 
rated duct should take into account mass transfer through the perfoiation. If the mass transfer in 
the perforate in both directions 1s connidered, then thc unsteady conservation equations can be 
derwed from first principles a5 

wherc E,, 1s stagnation enthalpy and E,,, the intcmal energy and dynanlic head of the mass in the 
pipe. 1 may be observed that the mass flow through perforation afrccts all cunservation cqua- 
tions. For exampie, positive pressure results i n  +i, and this has the same effect as that of a di- 

verging pipe which is known to altenuate positive pressure wave. 

It may be noted that the term m, should be known tl~roughout the solution domain for the so- 

lution of the governing equations. Acoustical mass flow through the perforate has been extcn- 
sivrly studied by prevmus investigators. Cummings has used a semianelytical model to reprercnt 
linear and nonlinear behavlour of the flow through Uaing this model. 11 can be shown 
that the flow through perforates of engine mufflers can he approximated to quasisteady flow. Thiq 
observation is further substantlatcd by rhe observatxon of Patton and Goidman' that the flcw 
through the perforate can be comidercd as quasisteady if the magnitude of the ampi~tudc of thc 
oscillating particle has the samz order of magnitude as the diameter of the perforate. In this i r -  
vestigation, the mass flow rate through perforatc has been computed based on the static pressure 
difference and upstream temperature whiie considering the compressibility effect of the exhaust 
gas. 

The method of characterislica has thc inherent capability to exploit the hyperbolic nature of 
the unsteady conservation equations to obtain an accurate solution and 1s adopted in this investl- 
gation also. 

The proposed time-doma~n model of the perforated element has been used m examinc two 
types of perforated element mufflers, concentric resonator and Plug-type mufflers. 

3.1. Concentr~r resonaror 

The simplest configuration of the perforated element mufflers is the concentric resonator shown 
in Fig. 3. h the analysis of concentric resonator, the nonlinear pressure waves in the outer and 
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Crankangle, deg 

FIG. 3. Concentr~c resonator FIG 4. Experimental corroboration af the campu:ed 
pressures in the outer duc: of the concentric reamator. 
-: Anal>tical, and ---: Expeiimenta!. 

inner ducts have been coir.~dered.and are coupled with mass flow through the perforation at dii'. 
ferent sections of the muffler. As the outer duct of the muffler has closed boundaries, particle 
velocity at these boundar~es has been set to null. At tail pipe boundary of the muffler, the con- 
stant pressure model has been used. At the other boundary. i e., the muffler and exhaust pipe 
junction, the strength of the characteristic traveling from the perforated ptpe is compensated by 
the presence of perforations, heat transfer and friction whi!e that from the exhaust pipe is com- 
pensated for heat transfer and frlction only 

A Fortran program has been developed'to simulate an exhaust system of a four-stroke engine 
with a concentric resonator type of muffler. The coupled conservation equatiotis or coupled char- 
acteristic equations in the muffler are solved using forward differencing scheme. It has been 
found that the grid size required for the simulation of the perforated e!ement muffler is much 
smaller than that of the smple  exhaust pi?e as the rate of attenuation of !he pressure waves is 
very high. It has been attempted to corroborate the computed pressure history in concentric reso- 
nator muffler of a 5 H. P. diesel engine (Fig. 4). It may be observed that the experimental and 
analytical pressure traces show similar trends such as number of peaks, attenuation of pressure 
wave amplitude and complete suppression of pressure waves over a period of 360°, i e . ,  haif the 
cycle time. However, the amplitude of the reflected pressure wave due to blowdown pressilre 
encountering the tail pipe seems to have been overestimated. 

3.2. Plug muffler 

The plug muffler is a compiicated perforated element muffler [Dig. 5) .  Its most impatant feature 
is that the entire exhaust gas enters the outer duct whereas in the concennic resonator it enters 
partially only. In the analysis of plug m,iffler, pressure waves in all the ducts of the mufflers are 
considered. Two additional boundaries are to be considered compared to concentric resonator. 
i .e. ,  the gas velocities on both sides of the plug are to be set to null. 

Another program was developed to simulate the exhaust system of 2 four-stroke engine with 
p!ug muffler. The coopled conservation equations in the inner and outer ducfr of rhe piug muffler 
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w Crankangle ,  deq- 

F!G 0 Exprr~mcncal ;arroboratvm ol 1'1c coinpu~ci? 
pressures m the outer duct of the plu$-t)pe muffler. 
-: Anaivt,cai. and ---: Exvenmental. 

habe been solved as in the case of the concentric resonator. The computed and experimental pres- 
sure histories at the mid-potnt of the outer duct of the plug muffler have been shown in Fig. 6. 
Although there is some mismatch with respect to amplitude and phase. similar features can be 
observed in both pressure time histories. 

4. Conclusions 

(i) Based on a comparative study of the numerical schemes used for the solution of characteristic 
equations, it is concluded that the differences between ;he methods are marginal. Based on 
the computat~onal time and ease of implementation, the uniform grid method is preferable to 
the other methods. 

(ii) Based on the semianalytical model, it has been found that the flow through a perforate can be 
assumed to be quasisteady for the time-domain analysis of the perforated elemenr mufflers of 
internal combustion engines. 

(iii)Based on the corroboration of the experimental and analytical pressure histories in t h e  ex- 
haust system with perforated element mufflers, it is concluded that the proposed one-dimen- 
sionai perforated element model is satisfactory. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph. D.) 
Flow c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  in the s ta l led  region of a high specific speed axia l  impeller by 
P. A. Rajan 
Research supervisors: S. Soundranayagam and M. V. Narasimhan 
Department: M e c h a n ~ c a l  Engineering 

1. Introduction 

Correlations and descriptions of stalled flow in axial compressors based on tests on high hub-to- 
tip diameter ratio machines' may not be similar in many respects to stall in axial impellers in 
general. Impellers of low hub-to-t~p diameter ratio may be expected to be dominated more by 
three-dimensional effects and have a more complicated stalled flow behaviour. Measurements are 
made in an axial impeller of hub-to-tip diameter ratio of 0.5 designed for a nominal flow coeffi- 
cient 4 = 0.5. 

2. Experimental 

The impeller, of free vortex design, was of diameter 581 mm (15") and had 20 blades of IOC4 
blading, the blade camber varylng from 30" at the root to 10" at the tip. The blade stagger varied 
from 24' at the root to 58" at the tip. The impeller was housed in an annular duct with the 
flow being controlled by a simple flat plate throttle, the air leaving radially through a flared axi- 
symmetric exhaust bell. All the tests were run at low speeds with the impeller running at 
3000 rpm. 

Detailed measurements of the flow and pressure distributions were made using four-hole 
combinat~on yawpitch probes as well as hot wires. The three components of velocity in the un- 
steady flow regime were measured using a single rotated inclined hot-wire probe2. The hot-wire 
signals were phase-lock averaged with respect to impelle; or the stall cell rotation to eliminate, to 
a possible extent, the effect of random fluctuations. 

3. Results and discussion 

The shape of the cells was determined from phase-lock-averased hot-wire stgnals taken at dit'fer- 
ent radii, all of them individually related to simulLmeous signals from a reference wire at mid- 
span. The most surprising and unexpected result was that near the hub the axial velocitj wit hi^ 
the cell increased to values above that in the unsrailed region. 

The longitudinal configura:ion of rhe cell in the annuliis was determined by examining the 
simultaneous traces of pairs of hot wires orlentsd at stations two chords upstrean to seven chords 
downstream of the impeller. In thts way, the time lag of any downstream station with respect to 
an upstream station could be estimared. and hence the lateral circumferential displacemeiit of the 
cell at any anial station (Fig. I). The points l ~ e  along weil-defined s:raight lines suggesting a 
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The value of critical blockage for the existence of full span stall is much smaller than the 
value of 30% suggested by the correlations. The effect~ve r$ of the unstalled portion of the flw 
outside the cell is much larger than that corresponding to the stalled w.3 value. The stall cell has 
a spiral configuration which is oriented parallel to the main flow streamlines in a frame of refer- 
ence moving with the cell. This implies no transverse motion of the external flow through the 
cell, as assumed in models that postulate an axla1 cell orientation. 

The flow within the cell is not radically different from the external flow. Measurements 
show that the relative flow outlet angles within the cell conform to the expected pattern cone- 
sponding to the local flow coefficients. The stall cells appear to start near ?he tip. TIP blockage 
increases the velocity levels nearer the hub helping to stabilize the flow in the lower part of the 
span. 

Transient measurements show that the stall cell reaches its final velocity after inception in 
about 8 revolutions of the rotor, though it takes about 25 rotor revolutions for the cell to attain its 
final size. The change in cell speed and size during cessation of stall is the mirror image of the 
starting process. 
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Thesis  Abstract (Ph. D.) 
Frictional-kinetic models for steady cohesionkss granular now t h r o u g h  a wedge- 
shaped hopper by Jyotsna Ramasubbu 
Research supervisor: K. Kesava Rao 
Department: Chemical Engineering 

1. Introduction 

The present work attempts to combine a newly developed kinetic constitutive theory with an older 
frictional theory to model the two-dimensional gravity flow of a cohes~onless granular material 
such as sand through a wedge-shaped hopper. Frictional theories work best for slow flows and 
high bulk densities, when the constituent grains are in sustained contac: with each other as they 
Row. On the other hand, kinetic theories have been developed for fast flows a? low bulk densi- 
ties, when the particles no longer maintain sustained contact with each other. 

The present work is motivated by the fact that earlier frictional flow models used to describe 
hopper flow, fail to give a physically reasonable solution near the hopper exit. The solution is not 
continuous across the exit, and discharge rates predicted are invariably higher than the experi- 
mental values. The idea of modifying the constitutive equations to include kinetic effects is Sug- 
gested by density measurements reported in the literature. They show that the material dilates as 
it flows down the hopper, assuming values of density near the exit below which it  is no longer 
reasonable to assume that friction alone is the mechanism of stress huiid up. Therefore, a com- 
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bined frictional-kinetx lheory is used 1:ere to rnodel thc ?low In the upper rcgrons of the hopper, 
as well as nca: the exlt. 

The equations are first tested on an imconlprecsibie one-d~mensional approx:matlon called the 
smooth-wall, radial gravity problem. As a result of simpl~fying assumpuons, the governing partial 
dilferentlal equations are reduced to ordmary d~fferentlal equations. When they arc suitab!y non- 
dimensionaiised, the pseodo-thermal energy balance is decoupled from the momentum bajance. 
Further. a small parameter e rriultiplies the kinetic stress term in the n~omentuin balance, and the 
conduction term :n the energy balance. The energy balance 1s hist  solvcd u\ing the method of 
matched asymptotic expansions. The temperature prol~lc so obla~ned 1s than used to solve the 
momentum balance by a icguiar perturbailon method. The iesulls appeal to justify the inclw~on 
of kinetic stresses in the niodcl, smce they are found to don~inate in the region of the exit. Fur- 
ther, thc di~chargc rate predictcd is lower thnn the purely frictional value. IIowcver, aince the 
kinetic terms are multiplied by E, theu effects are llot felt quantirativcly. Nevcrthcle~s, the ap- 
proach is extended to the realistic hopper problcm, in tllc hope that with the inclusion of com- 
pressibillty and a two-dimen~ional modcl, the kinetic effects w111 be iargc enough to overcome 
the problems with the purely frictional equations 

For the compreaatble two-dimensionai model, the parl~cle let below thc hopper IS mcluded In the 
analysis, and dokn~iream conditions a e  spec~fled Iar below the hopper cxit. Here too, the hinetlc 
strcsb terms in the momentum balaucc are multiplied by a srnail parameter E'. The governing 
equations and boundary cond~tions are highly nonlinear, and rcslst solution. They arc simphlied 
furthe, by quasl one-dimrnsional~sation. Simple transverse profiles arc assumed for the variables, 
and the equations are integrated along the hopper cross section. The ~csulting equations are 
solved in two regions. h thc upper regton of the hopper, the frictional llinit of the equations ic 
solved as an initial-value problem. These equations break down when the density decreases to the 
value correspond~ng to the loosest packing of spheres. The frictional-kinetic equations are then 
d v e d  below as a boundary-value problem. This nonlinear problem is a130 very difficult to wive. 
and is therefore simplified by linearisation. The solution finally obtained reveals some interesting 
features, but I S  not entirely satisfactory. The most encouraging result is that it is possible to ob- 
taln a continuous ~olution acrms the hopper exit that goes smoothly from the frict~onal solutiori in 

FIG I Denrlty pioflles for giasi beads ot two wail 
v&s; comyirai with %he drtr o f ~ : h i e  utal.' (* * '1 : 
(- - -) 0" = 5". (--) 0, = 10". 
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the hopper to free fall in the jet. The material dilates for a little distance below the hopper, but 
compacts later. This is not a serious drawback, since compaction could have been prevented if the 
transverse kinetic stress gradients had been large enough to counter the converging inertial fiow, 
and the particle trqiectories had moved to vertical paths. Further, the density profile in the hopper 
IS qualitatively similar to the experimental profile of Fickie et a!.' (Fig. 1). Thus 11 is concluded 
that the inclusion of kinetic effects in a frictional model helps to obtain a continuous solution 
across the hopper exit. However, in order to predict the experimentally observed dilation in the 
jet, it appears that either the model must he modified to include transverse gradients, or a supe- 
rior kinetic theory must be employed, since the present one was developed for small mean tieid 
gradients. 
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Thes is  Abstract (Ph. D.) 
Influence of  impurities and alloying additions on the processing maps for hot work- 
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Depar tment :  Metallurgy 

1. Introduction 

Nickel-base superalloys are used for gas turbine components like turbine disks, blades and vanes. 
Became of demanding service conditions like high temperature. dynamic stress, corrosion and 
oxidation, it is necessary that the microstructure is carefully controlled. Hlgh-temperature 
strength in the superalloys is achleved through ordered coherent )i precipitation although micro- 
structural control through thermomechanica! processing rs recognized to play a very important 
role. For shaping the superalloys, high-temperature deformation is essential so that the strength- 
ening phases (y' and/or f') are in solulion. For lhe puvose  of optimizing the hot workability and 
controlling the microstrucmre during mechanical processing. it is necessary to understand the 
constitutive flow behaviour under hot working conditions and characterize the microstructural 
mechanisms. The aim of the present inveiiigation is to evaluate the constitutive flow behaviour of 
some nickel-base materials at iemperatures and strain rates relevant t o  not-processing operations. 
This study will lead to an understanding of the mechanisms of hot deformation and to achieving 
microstructural control without the occurrence of microstructurai damage or unstable fiow. 

The approach of developing processing maps' has been adopted in this investigation since the 
kinetic approach for analyzing the hot deformation characteristics is inadequete for understanding 
the dynamic behaviour of the material. The processing maps represent the instantaneous power 
dissipation given by In!i(rn + 1). where m is the strain :ate sensiiivity. The variation of efficiency 
with temperature and strain rate is represented in the form of an iso-efic:ency contour map which 
exhibits different domains representing specific rnicros~ructural processes. For hot working, the 
domain of dynamic recrystailizat~on (DRX) is preferred since this imparts high intrinsic u ~ ~ k -  
abiiity to the material. From the processing maps, a combtnatioc of temperature and strain rate 
leading to oprimum intrinsic workability may he obtained and microstructura! control achieved by 
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controlling the process parameters such thar they are in the domain of DRX. The continaum in- 
stability criterion developed on the basis of the principle of maximum rate of entropy production 
is used to delineate regimes of unstable flow in the processing map. In this invest~gation, process- 
ing map for the base metal (pure nickel) has been first established followed by binary Ni-Cr and 
ternary Ni-Cr-Fe such that a fundamental understanding may be developed on the hot deforma- 
tion behaviour of more complex alloys like IN 718 and the Nimonic series. Further the role of 
impurities like carbon and sulphur on the behaviour of the superalloys is examined through a 
study of their effect on pure nickel. 

2. Experimental 

The materials investigated in this study were pure nickel (99.98%), nickel containing trace ele- 
ments of carbon and sulphur, Nichrome (Ni-20Cr). IN 600, IN 718, Nimonic 75, 80A and 90. 
Cylindrical specimens with a height-to-diameter ratio of 1.5 were used for hot compression test- 
ing which was chosen in view of the ease with which constant true strain rate can be achieved by 
an exponential decay of actuator speed. Testing was conducted on a DARTEC servohydraulic 
machine in the entire hot working temperature range of each material and true strain rate range of 
0.001-100 s d  The deformed samples were quenched from the test temperature and examined 
using optical microscopic techniques. On the basis of the flow stress data as a function of tem- 
perature, strain and strain rate, power dissipation maps were developed using a computer soft- 
ware. 

3. Results 

The processing map for pure nickel exhibits a DRX domain with a peak efficiency of 31% occur- 
ring at 925°C and 1 s-'. Addition of 0.02 wt% carbon has shifted the DRX domain on the strain 
rate axis to a much lower strain rate of about 0.0003 i' without significantly affecting the DRX 
temperature. The peak efficiency has however increased to 44%. On the basis of a simple DRX 
model which considers rate of nucleation vs rate of growth, it is shown thar DRX in n~ckel  is 
controlled by the rate of nucleation which depends on thermal recovery by climb. This is similar 
to that in copper which is also a low-stacking fault energy material. lnterstmai carbon is very 
effective in pinning the dislocations and increasing the rate of dislocation generation and there- 
fore the DRX nucleation occurs at lower strain rates. The presence of sulphur to the extent of 
0.002 wt% gives rise to a high-temperature domam at 1200°C and 0.0003 s? with a high effi- 
ciency of about 60%. This domsin has been identified to represent wedge-cracking process 

The processing map of Ni-20Cr exhibited a DRX domain with a peak efficiency of 38% oc- 
curring at 1200°C and 0.1 s-I. The higher DRX temperature in this alloy is attributed to the long- 
range back stress caused by solid solution strengthening by chromium. The material also exhibits 
a grain boundary cracking domain at temperatures lou,er than 900°C and strain rates lower than 
0.001 s?. The Ni-Cr-Fe alloy (IN 600) undergoes DRX with a peak efficiency of 48% occurring 
at 1200°C and 0.2 s-'. The DRX domain, however, shrinks in this alloy in comparison with that 
in Ni-Cr alloy. Furthermore, IN 600 exhibits intercrystalline cracking at temperatures higher than 
about 1150°C. Thus the effect of iron on the hot deformation of Ni-Cr alloys is essentially to nar- 
row down the hot working temperature and strain rate ranges and to induce intercrystalline 
cracking at high temperatures. 

The map for the nickel-iron-base superalloy IN 718 exhibits two different DRX domains sepa- 
rated by the temperature for the 8 phase (Ni3Nb) dissolution (1040°C). The lower temperature 
DRX domain has a peak efficiency of 37% occurring at 950°C and 0.001 s-'. in this domain very 
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fine-gramed uniform microstruclure is developed during processing. The higher temperature DRX 
domain has a peak efficiency of 40% occurring at i20D°C and 0.i s-'. Not working of this mate- 
rial in the iilitiai stages is best done at 1200°C and O.i s-' since the workabiiity will be  more and 
the working loads less. The resulting grain size, however, will be larger than that obtained by 
forging in the lower temperature DRX domain. Finishing operations may, however, be done at 
lower temperatures since fine grain sizes are preferred for good LCF properties of components 
like a turbine disk. The map has also revealed that the DRX domain at higher temperatures is 
limited to strain rates iess than i s-I since intercrystalline cracking predominates at higher strain 
rates. 

The processing maps for the Nirnonic series of alloys 75, 80A and 90 have very similar fea- 
tures and exhibited a single h~gh-temperature DRX domam with a peak efficiency of about 3 8 9  
occurring at 0.1 sC1 and at temperatures of about 1200, 1150 and 1 130°C, respectively. 4 careful 
examination of the maps revealed that the DRX domain occurs a: temperatures above that for 
carbide dissolution. Also, the domain at the peak efficiency is narrower in the order of Nimonic 
75, 80A and 90. indicating that the hot workability range is more restricted in that order. The 
addition of cobalt in Nimonic 9 0  increases the solubility of carbon in rhe y solid solution and 
widens !he temperature range for DRX to include lower temperatures. 

Ail the nickel-base materials studied in this investigation have exhibited flow instabilities at 
strain rates above I s-'. These instabilities are manifested as adiabatic ,hear bmds in the micro- 
structure. Another generai feature is the occurrence of intercrystalline fractures at temperatures 
higher than 1150°C and strain rates above I s". All these regions may be avoided in processing 
nickel-base materials. 

4. Conclusion 

The present investigat~on has clearly demonstrated that the technique of processing map is very 
valuable in optmizing the hot workability and controlling the microstructure of nickel-base su- 
peralloys. The technique has also brought out the exact influences of impurities like C and S and 
that of alloying eiements like Nb in IN 718 and Co in Nimonic 90 on the hot working character- 
istics. 
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R o t a t i n g  crucible e l e c t r o n  beam evapora t ion  techoique f o r  mixed oxide films by 
L. Shival ingappa 
Research supervisors: S. Mohan a n d  1;. Naras imha Rao 
Depar tment :  Instruinentation a n d  Services Unit 

1. Introduction 

The requirement for new materials wxth a w d e  range of properties to meet the ever-increasing 
demand for thin-filw devices has been ful'illet! on!y partlall) by deposirinp t h e n  in thin i i h  
form and tai?oring :hem by contioiling the deposition conditions. The syn:hesis of thin film of 
mu!!icomponent materials has further extended this ran:e of mateiials. 



Though mixing the coiistitu.ents in :he required proportion and using tne mixture as the starr- 
ing marerial to prepare rhe films is the iimpiest form of preparing thebe molr~component fiims, 
the difference between the vapour preciure\ of coniti:ilen!? does nst permit the films to have the 
same compos~iion a \  ;!!at of the s:artrnp material. Techniques such as t7abh e~eporatlon and 
jurnl~ing eiectron beam evapoia;~oii could not wibe !he problem> comple;ely. h!ult!source deposi- 
:,on uring either r i \ l \ t i \ e  or election beam guni cr spu:tering target< offered more flenbiliiy. 
:hough more , p x e  wac requrred in the vacuun? chamber to accommodate tneie rubsys;emc result- 
!ng in more expensive and complicated rysremi. As such. the) could f i d  !!mited applicatfons In 
indu\:ry, ,A, a rc,ult, rne innoiationi and n o d ~ f i c a t ~ o n r  to the deposition technique\ continued for 
preparing t'li!~:, with conrroiled sloichion~etr). In thi? uorh. we  have used n single electron beam 
gun which is provided with rotation of the crucible which has rectors !'itled with different mate- 
iiair. The berrariiiry of this technique ha\ been r a t e d  hy preparing homogeneous and eraded in- 
dex film, from CeO? and Si0: placed in the ruo  scctors of the cruc~bie 

2. Description of the syytem 

An ehl\ting 6 kW electron beam gun crucible Ir rnodlfied \o that it could be rotaied at diffelent 
speed, dilring evaporation, A groove I S  made along the clicilmferencz of the crucible which can 
be partitioned ~ n t o  qectois depending on tile number of evaporating rnater~ali .  Ftgurc I s h o w  tile 
new design of the cruc~hle w t h  t u o  partitions an conipaiiion with that of the conbent~onai elec- 
tron bean1 gun cruc,ble Different eiaporarmg m ~ r x i d l s  are then Iraded In the sector5 of thc cru- 
a b l e  The deposition ?)stern is shoun In Fig. 2 Thc crucible is rotated ocing a 4eppcr motor ( A  
fixed outside the tacuun: s p l e m .  A \"illson seai 13) fixed to thc base plate (C) o i  the evapornting 
unit I S  uced a i  rhe rotating element for coupiinr the itzpper moror and the electron bcam pun 
crucible ID) The \haft of the Wilion seal :s coupled to rhe sieclion h e m  pun throi~ph ,I cllain 

i 

( b )  GQOOVED V E R S I O N  
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and sprocket arrangement ( E j .  A small nonm~gnetic metal projection (6 )  is embedded in the cir- 
cumference of the crucible. When this projection faces a position sensor (F) (proximity switch) 
positioned close to the crucible, the sensor gives a voltage output. 

For evaporating two materials, the following procedure is used. The two materials with dif- 
ferent vaporization temperatures were loaded into the two partitions of the crucible. When the 
initial position of the crucible is sensed, a set value of emission current and a specified speed of 
rotation are set for evaporating the first material in the crucible. These values are retained until 
the crucible crosses the first evaporating material. When the second evaporating material faces 
the electron beam, the emission current and speed will change automaticalip to the values set 
corresponding to the second material which depend on the vapour pressure of the  material and the 
required rate of deposition. These values of current and speed are retained unlil the crucible 
crosses the second evaporating material. When the beam again faces the first material, the current 
and speed automatically get set to the values corresponding to the first materlnl. This process 
repeats,continuously until a required thickiiess is reached. The rate of deposit~on of the t u o  ma- 
terials is monitored using a home-made quartz crystal thickness monitor. An ailtomatic shutter 
mechanism (I) has been used which enables the deposition of two materials separately on to two 
different substrates. 

By controll~ng: (:I the speed of rotation; (ii) the electron beam emission currents, and (iii) 
the area of filling of each material in the grooved crucible, ir is possible to get multicom- 
ponent films with required composition ratio. It is also possible to change the composition along 
the film thickness by continuously altering the speed and em~ssion cunent during the film depo- 
sition. 

The emission current and the speed of rotation of the crucible are controlled by making use of an 
INTEL 8085 mlcrocomputer kit. The stepper motor is used for driving the crucible and an 8 - b ~ t  
D.4C for controlling the emission current circuit which is housed on the electron beam gun con- 
trol unit'. 

2.3. Performance emhciioi! 

Two dielectr~c materials of h ~ g h  and low refractive indices have been chosen to obtain films w.ith ' 
intermediate refractive indices ( n j  by controlling the composition of individual materials. The "a 
materials are cenum dioxide (n:2.0) and silicon dioxide (n:i.46) tablets. The films were depos- 
ited on to optically polished fused silica substrates, a silicon wafer and a copper substrate at a 
pressure of 1 x 1 0 . ~  mmbar. 

2.1. Prepararion of homogeneous films 

Mixed oxide films of CeOz and S102 of differeat compos~tions' have been prepared by a proper 
choice of emission currents and speeds of rotation which in iurn control the deposition rate of the 
two constituents. Atomic percentages sf Ce, Si and 0 in the films have been calculated from 
weight per cent and compared with the data ob:air.ed from Auger, EDAX and RBS analysis. The 
results were found to be in good agreement. The refractive index of the mixed oxide films has 
also been calculated using the Lorentz-Lorenz formula. The-e viiues are compared with the re- 
fraciive indices of the films as measured by ellipsometry azd from the rpectrophotomeier. These 
results are in good agreement wi!h theory. 
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Graded index films of CeO? and SrOl materials were prepared.' by two methods, i.c ., ( I )  decrease 
in CeO: and iacrea~e of S i 0 2  content fron; substrate-film to film-air interface alone !Is depth, 
and (il) increase in Ce01 and decrease al SiOi content from substrate-film to f~lm-air Interface 
d o n g  itc dcpth. Auger depth profile and RBS analysis revealed that thc f i l m  were comporirton- 
ally gradient along ils thickness. Oplical chsracterisiics showed that films depos~ted at ambient 
and 300°C substrate temperatures were inhomogeneous ~n nature. 

3. Conclusions 

L'his technique has been found to he \uitable to prepare homogeneous and graded mixed oxide 
films of required composition with tailored opl$cal properties and structure. As a single electron 
beam source is used, it is much slmpler, less expenslve and uses less number of controls than the 
mulilsource deposition systems. 

This technique can also be used for evapnratmg more than two materials (by increasing the 
number of sectors in the crucible) and alao for specific appltcations such as preparation of alloys, 
cermets, etc. 
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Analys is  of t ransmiss ion lines with nonl inear  source and loads by P. Sarnpatb 
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Department: Electrical Communication Engineertng 

1. Introduction 

Transmission delays in high-speed systems is an mportant parameter that decidcs the overall 
system performance'. The problem becomes more acute when the transmiss~on lme cannot be 
terminated with a matched load. Further, each transmission line feeds a number of lodds at dif- 
ferent points through its length. T h ~ s  situatton 1s likely to result in malfunctioning of the system 
~f p ~ o p e r  design of the transmmion ljne and termination are not carrled out keeping in view the 
limitations of various subsystems. So iar, the Bergeron method IS used for the analysis of the 
transmission h e  w ~ t h  a single nonlinear termination and a nonlinear source2~'. This is a graphi- 
cai technque and involves considerable effort In obtaining the waveform at source and load ends. 
There 1s a provision in SPICE (simulation program with integrated circuit emphasis) for the 
simulator to analyse a transmission line loaded at different points through its iength with linear 
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loadsJ.'. There is no readymade method in the published literatxe for anaiysing the transmission 
line performance when the transmission line is loaded with nonlinear loads at different points on 
i:s length. An attempt has been made by the author to model the nonlinear terminations as 
equivalent voltage-dependent nonlinear current source which is acceptable to the SPICE program. 
Using this model transmiss~on line w ~ t h  nonlinear sources and nonlinear loads have been ana- 
lysed. 

2. Program of work 

A few transmission line interconnects based on PCB technology are fabricated with different val- 
ues of Zo (characteristic impedance), t,,r (propagation delay per unit length), and with differen: 
terminations and the waveforms are recorded at various points on the transmission line. SPICE 
analysis is carried out using voltage-dependent current source model for the nonlinear source and 
loads for these cases, and is compared with waveforms obtained through measurements. 

3. Results 

The nonlinear driver and receiver characteristics are modeled from the results of V-I characteris- 
tics obtained through measurements. This has been achieved by representing nonlinear resistor as 
a voltage-dependent current source. The value of the current is expressed as a polynom~al in the 
voltage across it. 

The correctness of this methodology has been checked in the following way. 

I. The waveforms obtained through thls method are compared with those obtained through 
lattice diagram in the case of linear source and a linear load. The analysis is done for the follow- 
ing cases: 

a. LOW to HIGH transition when the line is open ended. 
b. LOW to HIGH transition when the line is terminated with RL = 2 Zc 
c. HIGH to LOW iransition when the line is open ended. 
d. HIGH to LOW transition when the line is terminated with RL = 2 Zo, 

where RL = termination :oad resistance. 

The results are identical in all cales. 

2. Tne waveforms obtained through this method are compared with those obtained through 
Bergeron Plot technique in the case of uniform lossless line with a single nonlinear source 
(effective) and s~nple  nonlinear load (effective). The analysis is done for ihe foilowing cases: 

a. LOW to HIGH transition when the line is rerminaied with RL = 4 Zo 

b. LOW to HIGH transition when the line is terminated with Ri = 2 Zo 
c. HIGH to LOW transition when the line is open ended. 

d. HIGH to LOW transition when the line is terminated with RL = 220. 

it is found that the results from Bergeron Plots are close to the results from SPICE analysis, 
considering the errors due to inaccuracies involved in numerical and manual techniques of d r a w  
ing Bergeron Plots. 

3. Since no analytical check technique is availabie for the case of transmission lices with 
multiple impedance boundaries or discontinu~ties. nonlinear source, and multip!e loads, it %'as 
decided to verify the validity of this by fabricaimg a PCB transmissior. line and measuring the 
waveform at different nodes and with differen! termination conditions. 
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The waveforms obtained through the proposed method are compared with those obta~ned 
through measurements on the experimental setup. The experimental setup was made w!th a PCB 
with known h (height over the ground plane), w (width of the microstrip trace), t (thickness), 
e, (dielectric constant of glass epoxy), Zo (characteristic impedance), t,d (propagation delay per 
unit length), and I (length of the trace). The load points were first loaded with 4.7 pf capacitors 
(the line had 8 load points at uniform intervals of 3 cm). The far end was either unterminated or 
with Thevenin termination or w ~ t h  Schotkky diode terminations. Results for the following cases 
are presented. 

For LOW to HIGH transition 

Case 1 
When the load points were loaded with 4.7 pf capacitors and far end terminated with 220 ohms 
pull-down termination. 

Case 2 
When the load points were loaded with 4.7 pf capacitors and far end terminated with 100 ohms 
pull-down termination. 

For HIGH to LOW transition 

Case 3 
When the load points were loaded with 4.7 pf capacitors and far end terminated with 100 ohms 
pull-down termination. 

Case 4 
When the load points were loaded with 4.7 pf capacitors and far end untermmated. 

Case 5 
When the load points were loaded with F244 (an octal buffer integrated circuit using Fairchlld 
advanced Schottky transistor technology commonly used for driving receiving digital signals) and 
far end unterminated. 

Case 6 
When the load points were loaded with F244 and far end terminated with 100 ohms pull-down 
termination. 

It has been found that the measured waveforms are in good agreement with the predicted 
waveforms. Possible reasons for the dev~ations are: (I) f i n ~ t e  switching time of the clamping di- 
odes provided at both input and output stages, (ii) circuit parasirics and their variation with volt- 
age, (iii) waveform behaviour during the rise and fall time is not modeled, (iv) device character- 
istics variation due to power supply var~ations, (v) measurement process introduced errors like 
limited bandwidth, probe parasitics, and (vi) other electromagnetic interferences. 

4. Conclusions 

The study attempts to develop 2 methodology to calculate or analyse the waveforms on transmis- 
sion lines termmated by nonlinear terminations at multiple points, using the SPICE program. This 
has been achieved by representing nonlinear resistor as a voltage-dependent current source. The 
value of the current is expressed as a polynomial in the voltage across it. The correctness of this 
methodology has been checked by comparing the waveforms obtained through this method with 
experimentally measured waveforms in the case of lossless transmission line with multiple im- 
pedance discontinuities, nonlinear loads and nonlmear source. It has been found that the meas- 
ured waveforms are in good agreement with the pred~cted waveforms. 
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An approach Po evaloation and selection of K&D projects for new products by 
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1. Introduction 

Evaiuation arid selection of R&D projects become inecessary when the tota! resources requ~red by 
the RXrD project proporals exceeu Ihe available resouices of funds. manpower and fx i l i? ies  In an 
organisat~on. A properly framed evaiuation method also htlps in minimising the risks of technical 
and/or commercial fadore of at1 Il&D project. A poor evaluztion system may give m e  to Type-1 or 
Type-!: errors through the selection of potentially bad projects or the rejection of potentiai'y good 
ones. These rirks, along with :he resources at stake, make the evaluation and selection process an 
mgortant aspect of R&D managemev~. 

Considerable efforts have been made in recent years for the icrmulat~on of appropriatr meth- 
ods and modeis for evaluation and selection of KBD projects. These car: be grouped into t t e  fo1- 
lowing three categor:es, based on t i e  techn~ques adopted: 

(i) Comparative judgement rrethods, ru:h as scoriny. r snki~g ' . '  

(i!) Quantitative annlysn merhods !nvoiv!ng operations research managen1e:ir science :ech- 
n ~ ~ u e s ' - ~ .  

(iii) Financial anaiysls methods, such as cost-jenefit retio, payback period, profitrrbi:iry :n- 
d m .  e t ~ . ' . ~  

Comparative judgement rnethods are best suitdd for cvaluar~o, by peer groups or comtxirtees. 
A well-structured scoring forrnai can captcre the wbjccrivc asscrsmcnts and preferences of the 
cva!uators. Bu! ilic avaiiable co~:~parativc judgenenr methods d o  not cons~dcr  a1loia:toil of 
weights among thz iiilfsrent evaluttion criteria, as they are gtnera!?y ad noc in nature. C;:antita- 
t i w  methods are fouiid lo he quite coniplei and icquire quantified inputs a i i c h  may no: bc avail- 
able a1 the evaluation ?:age. Qcen?ita:ive models are also criticlaed for !heir icflerrbillly whrih 
n-&e them unsnitable lor differen: typci of wg~liisations a:rd changed busmess environments. 
F n a m i a l  analys :~  mciliodr cons:drr on!y the .!inancia1 parameiers, ignoring other vilnl zspect? 
like r e s o r i c  constraints, technoiogica! Eez:uics of ihc project, oiganisaiional capabilities and 
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such other factors. The need for a new approach emanates from the above-listed shortcomings of 
the existing methods. The approach proposed in this thesis attempts to incorporate the best of 
both the subjective assessments and the objective merhods of quan?itallve analyses. 

2. A project scoring method 

The proposed approach adopts a weighted scoring-cum-financial analysis method for the evalua- 
tion of new-product R&D projects. The evaluation process is divided into the followtng three 
phases: 

(i) a financial analysis phase; 
(ii) a criteria scoring phase; and 

(iii) a criterta weight determination phase 

2.1.  Financial analysis pimse 

In this phase, a discounted benefit-cost ratio, called the financial index (PI) of the R&D project, 
is determined. The FI is given by 

The financial analysis phase involves the traditional cost-benefit ratio approach. The project life 
span may he used as the time span for discounting the benefits to the present values. 

2.2.  The crirerio scoring phase 

In this phase, a set of seven evaluation criteria are proposed for a new-product R&D project. 
These seven criteria are arranged in a structured format, amenable for scoring on a preset scale. 
Each criterion is further subdivided Into four subcriteria, to add clarity and facilitate development 
of proper scores. An evaluator could compare different parameters of the R&D project being 
evaluated with each one of the criterion and the subcriterion and assign a score on the preset 
scale. 

The criteria to be used for evaluation of R&D projects are related to the core competence and 
comparative advantages of an organisation. A SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 
Threats) analysis, which is often advocated by strategic planners, is employed here for eliciting 
the following evaluation criteria for new-product R&D projects: 

(i) Organisational capabilities with respect to R&D; 

(ii) Organisational capabilities with respect to production; 
(iii) Organisational capabilities with respect to marketmg; 
(IV) Demand for the product: 
(v) Uniqueness and other special features of the product; 

(vi) Technological complexity and other features of the R&D project; and 
(vii) National and societal importance of the R&D project. 

These seven criteria may have varying degrees of importance among different R&D projects 
and also across different organisations. Hence, appropriate weightages are to be assigned to each 
of these crite%.ion, which could be determined using the method explained in the 'criteria weight- 
determination phase'. 



In this phase. relative welghts of the evaiualion c:lteria cie determincd %-:ti, the hrip of pairwise 
cornpansons. using the theories of ai-dytir hieracchy piocc\s (AHP), ~ntrodi:ced by ~a:,!~' 

The relative weight of each criterion i s  determincd by raking each po~r ib ie  pair of ~ i i t e r i a  and 
cumparmg the importance of one ur!terlon wlth the other This 1 s  accompl~\hed by developmg a 
pa l rwse  compari.;on matrix. The comparison IS carrled uut on a ! to 9 r m o  scale, %heie i indl- 
cater equal impmancc  and 9. the absolute or maxmurn lntportance of one c;:!eiion over the 
othel. The psirwise covpdrison melr;x so  obtained ha\ the propertie5 of a positive reiiprocal 
matrlr ,  whose normalised principal eigenvector gives the relative wciphts of the evslantion crite- 
ria for a particular R&D prqec l .  

Sincc the pairwlae compairaon process I\ based on subjecti\.e ~udgcment.  Dcczose of !he 
lransirtvity lack of prelbrsnces, ~ud_eeo:cntal iocon\i\lencie\ could occur. Tile con\l\tcncy of :he 
pai rwse  comparison procesb can he evaloated by the consistency index (CI). which is defined by 

wheis A,,,.,, ic the prmcipal eigenvalne of the pairwl\e comparison matr~x.  A C1 ot less than 5. i 
indicates an acceptahk level of consistencyi. 

The weighted \core ot the RCD project 15 determined after the criterla score, are :i.;s~psed 
and thc criteria wei@ts are computed. Thcn thc 'project score' IPS) i \  dzfrned A\ 

where W, 1s the weight of tltc ith clitrr>on, S,, the wore obtaiwd by th: ith cnter!orl ( hum ot t;he 
scoieu obtained by !he sub-crrtcrja undrl- the ilh crrterion). ti. llic nomhei- c l  es,aiua:ron ~r r le r ia :  
and S ,,.,,. the maximum possible scure. 

3. Determinstion of 'project index' (PI) and project selection 

The PI of a new-product R&D prqecl is defined ap the prodtic! of the F! and the PS. It 1s ohvicils 
thet RBD pro1cc:a with hiaher PI would be more prospective. For \ome IlCD pro.iec:i. it may 
beconic d i i k u l t  to estimate !he benefits in financial terms, during :hc pr;>jz.t evalxation stag? 
~ tse i f .  Theretore, 11 may no1 be possiblr tu deiermnc the F1 anti therefore the Pi of the project. in  
,uch caser, the PS could be used in place of PI for evniuarion and sclcctcon of the ?reject>. 

When an R&D project is evaluated by a committee or more than one evaluator, tile s r i thmet~c  
mean of the project s ~ o r e s  should no: be used for selecting protects. Tk.ia is becuurc the criteria 
score5 and the criteria weights beiong to :wo d;:fei-ent sc:ilea. The peomerric mean of the criteria 
weipbts and the arithmetic mean of the criteria scores obtamed by the ev;tiuaiors. for each crite- 
rion. wtll yield h e  true central te~~dencp and a PS ds:cminrd with the% va:ues cnula he w e d  iol 
the ultirna:e selection of project^ When tkls PS is csed for wlecrinr. o! R&D pii,jects. i t  i s  ad.!\- 
able that each organisation set\ up ail ucpci and I ~ W C I .  llmi; of PS tor scceptmce zn3 rejection. 

4. Validn?ion of t'ne approach 

Two expcnments were desibncd to determine the effcc: of the chmge5 :? tce nreasuremen! scde- ,  
on i n e  reialivz ianki:ig of iiw R & D  project, Ic ; le ic  experiment,, its scalcs. id; . .  1-3. i-5, (-9, 
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1-25, !-SO and 1-100, were chosen arbitrarily. Each scale was divided into five equal tntervals 
or levels and numerical values were ass~gned to each of these levels. In the first experiment, a 
pairwise comparison matrix was constructed with the qualitative expressions explaining each 
level. Then stx pairwtse matricea were generated using the numertcal values in each level and the 
PS were computed. It was observed from this experiment that although the PS varied from scale 
to scale, the relative ranking of the projects rematned unchanged. A similar experimenl was car- 
ried out for variations in the criteria scoring scale and the same conclusions were arrived at. 

The questionnaire used for evaluation and selection of new-product R&D projects described 
here was mailed to six organisations, w ~ t h  two each In the R&D of private manufacturing organi- 
sations, R&D of public manufacturing organisation and the government R&D laboratortes, to test 
the applicability of the approach in these organtsationa. The results received have been presented 
in the thesis. 

5. Conclusion 

The approach developed In the thesis attempts to capture the snbjective assessment of the evalu- 
ators in a comprehensive manner, through crikrta scoring and criteria weigh; determination 
phases. The financial analysis phase captures the performance of the project in the form of a fi- 
nancial benefit-cost ratio, subsequently linking it with the PI of the evaluated project. The 
evaluation criteria proposed here can be modified to suit the requirements of vartous types of 
organisations. It is also possible to incorporate additional criteria or modify the given set of c n -  
teria, for evaluation of 'defensive' research or bastc research projects. 
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I. Introduction 

India is the second largest producer of silk in the world, next only to China, producing about 
13000 t of mulberry raw silk annually. The country earned over Rs 440 crores in 1991 through 
silk exports alone. Despite this, the quality of Indian silk has not risen to international stan- 
dards'. Hence, efforts are being made by the Government of India to promote bivoltine silk. a 
superior quality silk of international standards. Several projects such as the National Silkworm 
Seed Project (1981) and the National Sericulture Project (1989), with financial assistance from 
the World Bank, were l a ~ n c h e d  to promote the production of lhigh-quality silk. However, these 
efforts have not been totally successful. Bivoltine silk accounts for a mere 7% of the total raw 
silk product~on in India as of today. 

The main objeciive of this study is to analyse the growth and spread of bivoltine silk technol- 
ogy In the various districts of Karnataka State using a mathematical model and to explain the 
parameters of the diffusion process using profitability variables. 

2. The Diffusion model 

Geometry and Logistic models have traditionally been used in Diffxion modelling2. In this study, 
we compare the two models in terms of their fit to the data. Further, an attempt is made to ex- 
plain the varying rates of diffusion across the districts of Karnataka State as a function of the 
profitability variables such as yield and area under mulberry. 

Assuming that the spread of bivoltine technology is mirrored in the growlng production of 
bivoltine reeling cocoons, data pertaining to the monthly bivoltine cocoon production from 1986- 
1993 was collected for each of the 20 districts of Karnataka State. Nine of the 20 d is t r~cts  were 
chosen for analysis as bivoltine cocwn production in these distr~crs accounts for more than 80% 
of the total production In the state. Cocoon production is highly seasonal and hence deseasonal- 
ised moving averages were used for further analysis. 

Both the Gompertz and the Logistic models were fitted to the blvoltine cocoon production 
data for each of the nine districts selected, using the Marquardt's method of nonlinear estimation 
and the rates of diffus~on mere ~bta ined '~ .  The Cochrane-Orcutt procedure was used to eliminate 
serial correlation in the residuals. Regression analysis was carried oat to nnaiy~e the reiotionrli~p 
hetwecn the profitahllity variable\ and the \:it\inp rate, 13: dJf:i\ion acil?\\ l i i e  d i \ t r ~ c t \ ~ .  Tun 
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Table I 
Comparison of the results of the Logistic and Gompertr models 

I. Bangalore 0.010 0.990 0011 0.992 
2. Belgaum 0 005 0.993 0004 0.993 
3.  Chikmagalur 0.015 0.997 0.016 0 996 
4. Chmadur.a 0.005 0.978 0.004 0.978 
5. D Kannada 0.0?5 0.998 0033 0.997 
6. Hhssan 0.017 0.998 0016 0998 
7 Mandyd 0.007 0.V92 0007 0 992 
8 Mysore 0.015 0.996 0.017 0.996 
9. Tumkur 0005 0.979 0010 0982 

" after correctton far serial carrelatmn 

profitability variables were selected foc analysis, vtr., b~voltine cocoon yield and :he area under 
mulberry districtwise. 

3. Results and discussion 

It was found that both the models fit the data equally well. The actual and estimated values of the 
bivoltine reeling cocoon production obta~ned using the Logistic and Gompertz function5 are 
shown in Fig I. The rates of diffusion obtamed from the two curves are remarkably similar after 
correction. The probable reason for both the curves givlng such a good fit may be that the diffu- 
sion of hivoltme silk technology ir still in its infancy and data pertaining lo the entire range of 
the diffusion process is not available. 

The analysis of the variations in the rates of diffusion acro7s the varlous d ~ s t r ~ c l \  yielded 
conclusive results only for the yield variable. The area under mulberry in a district has negligible 
effect on the rate of diffusion of bivoltine silk technology in the distiict. The results suggest that 
efforts in the direction of improving yield would accelerate the rate of d~ffuslon of b~voltine silk 
technology. This can be brought about by improving the extension progremme, i c., educating the 
farmers on correct practices of mulberry cultivation and s~lkworm rearing and intensifying re- 
search efforts to develop disease-resistant, high-yielding varieties of bivoltine races. 

The analysis taken up in this work throws light on the extent of adoption of bwoltine silk 
technology in the districts of Karnataka State and the factors responsible for the varying rates of 
diffusion across the distr~cts.  This work bridges the gap existing In literature in the area of diffu- 
slon modelling in sericulture. 
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Thes is  Abstract (Ph. D.) 
Studies an tRNAs and tRNA genes  in c u c u m b e r  (Cucumis sativus) chloropiasts by 
Shailaja Hande 
Research supervisor: C. Jayabaskaran 
Department: Biochemistry 

1 .  Introduction 

Chloroplasts are semi-autonomous energy-transducing photosynthetically functional organelles 
found In plant cells. Thest. organelles develop from precursors known as proplastids when exposed to 
light and to etioplasts when kept in dark. They contain their own DNA, RNA and all the machinery 
involved in replication, transcription and translation. 

The objectives of the present investigation were: (i) to study the effect of ligh! on chloroplast 
tRNA gene expression in cucumber (Cururnis sutivusj, (ii) to purify and sequence a chloroplast 
~RNA'" by post-labeling techniques to understand the unique secondary structural features, and 
(iii) cloning. sequencing and characterization of a ~ R N A [ ~ R N A ~ ~ ~  (CAA)] gene and to study i:s 
organization and processing. 

2. Experimental 

Piastid tRNAs were prepared from cucumber cotyledons according to the procedure of Shinozaki 
and ~ugiura l .  Aminoacyiation assays and 2D-PAGE were carried out according to ihe procedures 
of Burkard et a/.'.' tRNA sequencing w-s done according to the method of Sranley and Vassi- 
ienko4. Studies on tRNA procesing usere carried out according lo the method of Poll el a!.' 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Effect oflfght on iRNA ,?me e.ipress!on 

Light is the coordinator of several events at different stape5 of leaf formation 2nd the transforma- 
tion of etioplasts to chloroplasts is one sach developrnenta! erent that is mediated by light. The 
debelopment of pharosynthet~cally funciiom4 chlwop!asts requires thz coordinated expression of 
both nuclear and chloroplast genes ~ i n c e  ch:oroplast protein\ are coded by both nuclear and chlo- 
roplast genes. Recent developments haie shown that ligit modulates the rxpression of nuclear 
genes coding for chloroplasi proteins at the level of trai:scription, whereas it modulates :he ex- 
pression of chloroplas: penes by post-transcriptional, transidrional and yosr-translationsl evenxs. 
In order to examine :he roie of light in the modulstion of chloroplast tRNA genes the following 
experiments were conducted. 

To study and compare tRN4 population in etioplas!~ and chloropln~ts. "P-iabeled total tRNA 
from the two sources was Fract~ondted b~ tbo-dimensionel pol;acrylam~de eel electrophoresis 
(?@PAGE: and subjected to auror;idiography. 

Comparison of rhz autoradlo_enms rmealed 2 rimikx pattern in both the plastid types except 
for the presence or nine exrid :RNA specie. in eiiop!ns:%. These extra rRXA specles could he due 
to the presence of tRNA with varistion in rherr mcdificd n d c o t i d e  conteni or duc to the presence 
of new tRNA isoacceptois. 

The relative levels of specific tRNAs in ciiioropia~ts n x i  etr<:pla.;t\ were dezerrninui by ami- 
noacyiat~on usicg E. co!i hminoacyl synthe!ase\ and trit::~:ed :mrno acid. The re.i?llt~ obtalned 
indicated that the levels of most of the tRNA\ iernitincl more or less eqoz! in the two ?idstid. How- 



ever. the amino acid acceptor actlviry of ~RNA~' ' .  IRNA"'~ and :RNA"' (40.44 and 50% iespectively 
were draimttcally reduced in etiopla?ts as cornpared to thni 1:1 cllioropl~sls. 

Northern anaIy5is of \peciRc chloroplast tMNAs. aan?~!)., tUNAL'"(CAA), t R N A 1 . C Y ( ~ ~ ~ ) ,  
!HNA"" (UAA), ~RNA""'  (GAA), ~RYA""(GGU), IRNA""(UUC) and :RNA'"((;uA) was carried 
out using gene-specific probes Thc data obtaincd ~cvealed that with the exception of 
IRNA~'"(GGu), whose lcveir ~ncreased in et~op!as:s, the reldtlvc levels of 111ost pidst~d sRNAI 
tested dld not change appieclahly in the two pla\tld typcs. iiowever, smmoacylation data reveaietl 
reduci-d leveli o! functional ~ R N A ' ~ '  in etioplasts. This sugge\tzd !ha1 reduced amnoncy!ation of 
~KNA"' could be due to defective TKNA"" molecu!es (loss of 3'-CCA ends or undermodified 
IRNA'Y'I 

The extra tKNA speclei i i ~  the 2D-gcls prompted us lo investlpale the iaoacceptor profile 01 
certain tRNAs a? wpll as thc degrce ot rrroJificanon in total IRNA in etioplast~ and cliloroplasts. 
Light-induced altcrdtions in the tRNA !soacceptor profile ui IRKA'"', L R N A ~ ~ " .  I K N A ~ " '  and 
~ R N A ~ ? '  ,n etioplasts and chlolapla\t\ wzrc exnmined by IIPC-5 column chromatography of ami- 
n o q l a t c d  LRNA?. Thc rczulis ~ndicated that there were no ch;rnges rn the number of iwacceptor 
species For these tRNAs. However. there were ~~pnificanl differences in the relative levels f o ~  two 
of the three tRNAL'" isoacceptor\ and for both the  soa acceptors of IRNA"". This indicated that 
although hght did lint cauce the induction of new tRNA-~iuaccspt~ng \pecles f a  llie tRNAs 
tested, it modulated the expresblim o i  thric tRNA gene\. 

S~ncc  moditbed n d e o t d e  content of tRNA has an impact on the activity of LRNA, the cCfect 
of light on the modified nuilsoudc content of ctmpldsr and chloroplast tRNAs was exam~ncd by 
rhc post-labehi: tcchnzque. Modlfied nucleot~des pik/piO%. pyr, p m ' ~ ,  pGm. p' G, pm' G, 
pTm, pT, p1, pD, p m ' ~ ,  pn! '~ .  pCm and p ' , 4  wzrc ~drntit ied in both total tRNA species. H w -  
ever etioplast IRNAS were undermod~fied wlth respect to the modified nucleorides p i 6 / p ~ ~ % ,  
pyr, pl, pGm, p m ' ~ ,  pT a~id  pTm, while chloroplast tRNA\ were uridorrnodified with iespcct to 
p n i ' ~  and p m 2 ~ .  Hence it Ir proh.~ble that the differcnccs in the ncmber of tRNA specie? that 
were observed l o  the 2D-gel pattern and the amino acld Bcceptor activlty of tRNA In the two 
plastid types were due to the variatcons In the extent o l  tKNA modification. In conclusion, rcla- 
rive lebels andlor arnino acid acceptor actibity of only some of the tRNA rnoiecules sttld~ed weie 
altercd under cond~tions of etiolation. Sincc tRNAs play an important roie in proteio synthes~s, 
limiting quanl~tie., of certaln tRKA might have a regulatory ro!e in protetn synthes~s. The r e d l s  
obtained 5hggested that transcript~onal regulation occuis to a l~mitcd cxtent and that post- 
transcriptional events such a? turnover, stab~lity, mod~hcation and processing of tRNA probahiy 
play a major colc ii l  the control of tRNA gene expression in Ilght-mediated changes bro~.ght abou! 
I I I  chloroplasts 

In order to m d y  the tRNA population in cucumber chloroplasts. total ci~loropla~t tRNA (cold 
tRN.4 inlxcd w ~ t h  "P-labeled tRNAi wa? fracttonated by ID-P4GE into 17 specles, out of which 
20 tRNAs correipondiap to 12 amino acids %ere identiried by amicoacylat!on with F cnli a m -  
noacyl tRNA synrheraiec 

In order to study the structural sspecta of ihloroplast ~ R N A " ~  it was pr i f ied  by RPC-5 cos- 
urnn chrurnatography and 2D-PAGE. The sequence of this tlW.16 was aeteimined by po.;t-lnieling 
technique. It was 77 nucleotides ~n lcngth and had all the variant and semi-invariant featarcs 
round In most tRNAs. 11 had the anticodoe UGG. The most unusual lentwe ot tliii tRNk was the 
absence of metkylated GG residues at ?os.tions 18 and i 9  In the dthydrouridine !ocp. It bid thc 
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modified nucleoeides PEP (position 20), py (positions 27, 38 and 551, p m ' ~  (position 461, pT 
(position 54). and an unknown modified A residue (position 37). 

3.3. Study rlf'lRNA hiosynthesis  

To study the organization, expression and biosynthesis of tRNA genes in cucumber chioroplast, a 
chloroplast genomic library was constructed using the vector PUCK and the clones were screened 
with 3' end labeled chloroplast total tRNAs. Six positive clones were identified and one of the 
clones, pCL19, carrying a DNA segment of 1.7 kb, was isolated, subcloned and the sequence of 
the tRNA gene determined. The DNA segment contained ~RNA~*'(CAA) gene. The coding region 
of the gene was 81 bp long and showed 99% homology with the corresponding gene from spinach, 
broad bean, tobacco and maize, 98% homology with pea and 90% homology with livewort. The 5'  
flanking region of the gene contained two sets of -10-like (TATCAT and TAGAT) and -35-like 
(TTCCAT and TTGTCA) bacterial-promoter sequences. The 3' flanking region showed inverted 
repeats that could be transcription terminator signals. 

Towards delineating the steps involved in the processing of the above tRNA gene, a 714 bp 
subfragment of clone pCL19 containing the gene was subcloned in the vector pSP64. 32~-labeled 
precursor prepared from this subclone using SP6 RNA polymerase was incubated with pea chlo- 
roplast extract. In this study, mature tRNA was observed in all the experiments. It was shown 
that endonucleases were involved in the maturation of 5'  and 3' ends of this tRNA. However, the 
simultaneous occurrence of the intermediates 5' leader + tRNA and 3' trailer + tRNA suggested 
that in virro there was no specific order in the processing steps. 
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Note 

Shailaja Hande's thesis abstract appeared earlier in Vcl. 75, No. 4 ,  pp. 436-438 of the Journd. The research was 
done under the supenrislon of Dr C. Jayabaskaran, instead of as printed. The abstract is reproduced again for the 
sake of completeness. 
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